Letter of Recommendation
Lucan,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland
17/08/11
To Whom It May Concern,
Last month, my husband and I got married in Tuscany. It was a dream of ours to
have a small wedding in a place that we both love. After weeks of searching for the
right way to go about organising it, we found that we would not be able to do it on
our own. Trying to find a venue from a remote location and the language barrier
caused difficulty.
We asked Boutique Events to help us plan our wedding and from there on,
everything was easy. We described what we wanted and how much we wanted to
spend. Gloria and Lorella made it all happen and they came in under budget.
We wanted a venue that was very ‘Italian’ and with a bit of luxury too. Gloria and
Lorella were our eyes and ears and checked out several places to see if they suited.
They were very honest with us and if a place was not good enough, they would say
so.
After about a month of searching, they found our perfect venue. We were so
happy, it was everything we wanted it to be. A visit to the hotel later on, confirmed
this. We loved the village, the church and the scenery was amazing.
Boutique Events looked after every little detail, things I would not have thought of,
like the little parcels of rice for the guests to throw. I spoke to Gloria most days
by email. Even though our wedding was only small, I felt we had her undivided
attention.
They helped us sort out the paperwork, they suggested a rehearsal dinner the night
before the wedding which was fantastic, and on the actual day, they worked so
hard.
Gloria tried to keep me calm which was no small undertaking! Lorella made
everywhere look stunning with her beautiful flowers. Everybody was amazed with
how gorgeous all the flowers were.
The wedding day was perfect, it was everything we wanted it to be.
The girls really care about what they do, they listen to what you want and they
make it happen. They are so organised, professional and dedicated.
I would recommend them to anyone.
Sinéad Ford

